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THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF EDGES IN A GRAPH
OF BOUNDED DIMENSION
WITH APPLICATIONS TO RING THEORY
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Abstract With a nite graph G  VE we associate a partially ordered
set P  XP  with X  V  E and x  e in P if and only if x is an endpoint
of e in G This poset is called the incidence poset of G In this paper we
consider the function Mp d dened for p d   as the maximum number
of edges a graph G can have when it has p vertices and the dimension of its
incidence poset is at most d It is easy to see that Mp   p  	 as only
the subgraphs of paths have incidence posets with dimension at most  Also
a well known theorem of Schnyder asserts that a graph is planar if and only
if its incidence poset has dimension at most 
 So Mp 
  
p   for all
p  
 In this paper we use the product ramsey theorem Turans theorem






then derive some ring theoretic consequences of this in terms of minimal rst
syzygies and Betti numbers for monomial ideals
  Introduction
In recent years researchers have discovered interesting connections between
graphs and the dimension of their incidence posets Our goal here is to study
the following extremal problem
Problem  For integers p d    nd the maximum number Mp d of edges a
graph on p vertices can have if the dimension of its incidence poset is at most d
The starting point for this research is the following well known theorem of
W Schnyder  	
Theorem  A graph G is planar if and only if the dimension of its incidence
poset is at most 

As an immediate consequence of Schnyders theorem we see that determining
the value of Mp 
 is just the same as nding the maximum number of edges in a
planar graph on p vertices so Mp 
  
p  for all p   

We can also determine the exact value of Mp  as it is easy to see that the
incidence poset of a graph has dimension at most  if and only if it is either a path
or a subgraph of a path It follows that Mp   p   for all p   
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So in this paper we concentrate on the determination of Mp  In this case












The proof of our main theorem requires several powerful combinatorial tools
including the product ramsey theorem Turans theorem and the ErdosStone the
orem We shall also require some basic background material on dimension theory
For this we refer the reader to Trotters monograph  	
The next section develops notation and terminology to help in applying these
tools while the third section contains the proofs of results necessary to verify Theo
rem  
 Section  discusses related combinatorial problems and Section  presents
some applications to ring theory a topic which served as the original motivation
for this line of research
 Combinatorial Tools
Throughout the paper we denote the nelement set f       ng by n	 Given
a nite set S and an integer k with   k  jSj we denote the set of all kelement









     S
t
and an integer k


















a grid also a k
t
grid 
The next theorem is the rst of three powerful tools we need to prove our main
theorem We refer the reader to 	 for the proof and for additional material on
applications of Ramsey theory
Theorem  The product ramsey theorem Given positive integersm k r and
t there exists an integer n





     S
t





























     H
t









 for all i         t and





















In what follows we will refer to the least n

for which the conclusion of the
preceding theorem holds as the product ramsey number PRNm k r t
For integers p and t with    t  p let Tp t denote the balanced complete
tpartite graph on p vertices ie if p  qt  r where   r  k then Tp t is a
complete tpartite graph having t r parts of size q and r parts of size q    Let















 rt rqq   
The following well known theorem  	 is often viewed as the starting point for
extremal graph theory
Theorem  Turans theorem For positive integers p and t with p   t  the
maximum number of edges in a graph G on p vertices which does not contain a
complete subgraph of size t    is Tp t Furthermore equality is obtained only
when G is isomorphic to Tp t
GRAPHS AND DIMENSION 
The asymptotic version of Turans theorem is also of interest as it serves to
motivate material to follow
Corollary  For a positive integer t and a positive real number    there
exists an integer p

so that if p   p













edges then G contains a complete subgraph on t  vertices
Given a graphH on n vertices and an integer p   n let TH p be the maximum
number of edges a graph on p vertices can have if it does not contain H as a
subgraph So Turans theorem is just the determination of TH p in the special
case where H is a complete graph
Suppose that the chromatic number of H is t   Then the complete balanced














The following classic theorem asserts that this is asymptotically the right answer
provided t    The case where t    is quite dierent although this detail is not
of concern in this paper
Theorem  The ErdosStone theorem LetH be a graph with chromatic num















 Proof of the Principal Theorem
In this section we develop the results necessary for the proof of Theorem  

We rst present the lower bound It is the easier of the two bounds
Theorem  If G is a graph whose chromatic number is at most  then the
incidence poset of G has dimension at most 








be a partition of the vertex set V of G into 
independent sets Then let L be any linear order on V  We denoted by L
d
the dual
of L ie x  y in L
d







































































Then extend these linear orders to linear extensions of the incidence poset of G
by inserting the edges as low as possible It is just an easy exercise to show that
this results in a realizer of the incidence poset so that it has dimension at most 
as claimed
Oberving that a tpartite graph has chromatic number at most t we can then write
the following lower bound for Mp 
Corollary  For every p    Mp    Tp 
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Examining the formula for the number of edges in Tp  we have the following












Remark Although asymptotically the same as p  	 Tp  is not equal to











c edges into N


is given Hence we have at least that
Mp Tp    p   for all p   
Now we turn our attention to providing an upper bound on Mp 
Lemma  There exists an integer p

so that any graph G whose incidence poset




Proof Set m   k    r  

and t   We show that the conclusion of the
lemma holds for the value p

 PRNm k r t
To accomplish this we assume that G is a graph so that
  G contains a subgraph H isomorphic to Tp

  and










We then argue to a contradiction
Label the ve disjoint independent sets in the copy of Tp



































grid is just a element set containing one point from each S
i









 In each L

 the  points can occur in any of  orders So taking the 
orders altogether there are at r  

patterns
Applying the product ramsey theorem it follows that for each i  	 there is




so that all the grids these subsets produce
receive the same color










as blocks ie if a point from one block is over a point from another block in L
k














on 	 by the rule i  j in M
k
if and only if both points from H
i
are less than













Claim  For distinct i j k  	 there is some   	 so that i is larger than
both j and k in M


To see that this claim is valid consider a vertex x  H
i
and an edge e with
one end point in H
j
and the other in H
k
 Since x and e are incomparable in the
incidence poset there is some   	 with x  e in L

 It follows that x is larger
than both end points of e in L

 In turn this implies that i is larger than both j
and k in M


Claim  For distinct i j  	 and for each vertex x  H
i
 there is a unique
  	 with i  j in M






GRAPHS AND DIMENSION 	
To see that this claim holds note that it is enough to show that there is some
  	 with i  j in M





 The uniqueness of
 follows from the symmetry of the parameters
Now let y be the other vertex in H
i
 and let z be any vertex from H
j
 Then let
e be the edge fy zg Since x and e are incomparable there is some   	 with
x  e in L

 Since x  e  z in L

 i  j in M

 Since x  e  y in L

 x is the





This next claim follows immediately from Claim 


















Claim  For distinct i j k  	 Si  j 
 Si  k  
To see that this claim is valid suppose to the contrary that for distinct i j k 
	 Si  j 

















 But this implies that there is no
  	 so that i is larger than both j and k in M

 which contradicts Claim  
Claim 	 For every i  	 there exists an integer i  	 so that i  Si  j
for all j  	 with i  j
To see that this claim holds note that if it fails then by Claim  there are three
distinct values   	  	 so that
  Si  j 
 Si  k
  Si  k 
 Si  l
and
	  Si  l 
 Si  j








are identical which contra
dicts Claim 

Now here is the contradiction which completes the argument Observe that for
each i  	 i is the highest element of 	 in M

i
 Clearly this is impossible as
there are only  orders in S
To complete the proof of Theorem  
 we need only appeal to the ErdosStone
theorem Let    Since the complete balanced partite graph Tp

  has
chromatic number  it follows that if p is suciently large then any graph G






  as a subgraph
Therefore the dimension of its incidence poset is at least 
 Related Results and Directions
It may actually be possible to provide an exact formula for Mp  at least
when p is suciently large The regularity forced by the Product Ramsey Theorem
makes this a possibility
For larger values of d our results are not as precise This is not surprising
because the problem is linked to the dicult combinatorial problem of determin
ing the dimension of the complete graph Researchers have studied this problem
extensively producing exact formulas for p   
 and relative tight asymptotic es
timates for large values of p Following the notation in  	 we let dimk r p
 G AGNARSSON S FELSNER AND WILLIAM T TROTTER
denote the dimension of the poset consisting of all kelement and relement subsets
of f       pg ordered by inclusion Of course nding the dimension of the com
plete graph on p vertices is then just the problem of determining dim   p We
refer the reader to Kiersteads forthcoming survey article  	 for additional details
on this topic and an extensive bibliography














In  	 Trotter showed that dim  n   when p    and also that
dim    













so the asymptotic result we have proved for Mp  in the preceding section is
considerably stronger
Unfortunately for d   we know of no better bound than the one obtained
from equation   In this same volume Hosten and Morris  	 derive a new formula
for computing dim  n and use this formula to show that dim  n   if and
only if n    They also show that dim  n   if and only if n   and
dim  n  ! if and only if n    This discussion establishes the upper













Proof We sketch how the lower bound is derived We show that the dimension
of any graph with chromatic number at most  has dimension at most  In
particular the complete partite graph has dimension at most  regardless of
the partsizes The bound then follows from counting the number of edges in the
balanced partite graph
To accomplish this we group the  parts into  blocks each with  subblocks




     B
	
 Then within block B
i





     B
i	
 We consider the vertices themselves as positive
integers Within the subblocks the order on vertices will either be in the natural
order as integers or the dual of this order To distinguish between the two when
ever we write just B
ij
 we also imply that the order is just as it occurs in the set
of integers But when we write B

ij
 we mean that the subblock B
ij
is to be in
reverse order



































































We pause to note that the construction thus far is cyclic and it will remain so
To complete the construction we describe the ordering of the  subblocks of B
i

for each i          In this description our notation is cyclic


















































































To extend these linear orders to linear extensions of the incidence poset we insert
the edges as low as possible Then to verify that we have constructed a realizer it
suces to show that for every vertex x and every edge e not containing x as one of
its endpoints there is some i  	 so that x  e in L
i
 Now let y and z denote the
end points of e So we must only show that there is some i  	 with x over both
y and z in L
i

Taking advantage of the symmetry in the construction we may assume that x
belongs to block B
 

If neither y nor z is in B
 
 then x is over both y and z in L
 

Now suppose that y also belongs to B
 
but that z does not Then x is over y
and z in L
 
unless x  y in Z Now consider the case where x  y in Z Because






are dual x is over y and z in L

unless z is in
block B

 So we also assume z is in B


Now we observe that if x and y belong to the same subblock of B
 
 then x is
over y and z in L

 On the other hand if x and y are in dierent subblocks the x
is over y and z in L
	

Next consider the case where x y and z belong to B
 
 Here there are two
subcases Suppose rst that neither y nor z belong to the same subblock as x If y














are the top subblocks in the  linear orders so we may assume x is
in subblock B
 










 Now observe that x is over y and z in L


Note that since they are end points of an edge we cannot have both y and z
in the same subblock as x So to complete the proof we consider the case where
y belongs to the same subblock as x say B
 i
but that z belongs to subblock B
 j




 So we may
assume i  j If x  y in Z then x is over y and z in L
 
 So we may assume x  y






As d	 the problem of determining Md p becomes essentially the same as
nding the dimension of the complete graph K
p
 The construction used by Spencer
in  











then the dimension of the complete graph K
p
is at most d Furthermore it is an
easy exercise to show that the dimension of any graph with chromatic number at
most p is at most d 
On the other hand in !	 F"uredi Hajnal R"odl and Trotter show that dimK
p

is at least as large as the chromatic number of the double shift graph on p	 This
in turn is just the least d for which there are p antichains in the poset consisting
of all subsets of d	 ordered by inclusion a fact that was used in the proof of the
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preceding theorem Now the problem of estimating the number of antichains in the
subset lattice is a well studied problem known as Dedekinds Problem Although
no closed form answer is known relatively good asymptotic results have been found
see   	 for example and they suce to show that
dimK
p





lg lg lg p






which is quite accurate when d is large
 Some Algebraic Applications
In this section we want to interpret the graph theoretical results from pre
vious sections algebraically in terms of monomial ideals of the polynomial ring
kX
 
     X
d
	 where k is a eld We will in particular consider the case d  
Let R  kX
 
     X
d
	 and I  R an ideal generated by ff
 
     f
p
g  R
These generators give rise to an Rmodule surjection   R
p
 R given by
r
 
















 ker as Rmodules The submodule ker  R
p
is
called the rst syzygy module of the ptuple f
 




 and is denoted by
Syzf
 
     f
p
 If now this module is generated by #r
 





then every solution #x  x
 
     x
p










is an Rlinear combination of the #r
 
     #r
q
 that is there are h
 












For a monomial ideal I of R whose minimal generators are the monomials
m
 
   m
p













 If now f#e
i




















    m
p
 is generated by
S  fS
ij
    i  j  pg
as an Rmodule The S
ij
are called the minimal rst syzygies of the monomial ideal
I  For short proof of this we refer to   pg    	 or  pg 
	 An analog result
can be shown for Syzg
 




     g
p
g is an arbitrary Gr"obner Basis
in R see  pg 	
Consider the elements S
ij
























































































GRAPHS AND DIMENSION 









for some i  j By




























 R Multiplying through by m
i
and considering the coecient of
the monomial m
ij









and 	  fi jg
Assume from now on that our monomial ideal I  which is minimally generated by
m
 
    m
p
 R is generic that is no variable X
l
appears with the same nonzero




of I  Let S be as in  we have then
Lemma 	 For a generic monomial ideal I minimally generated by m
 
    m
p

there is a unique minimal subest M of S that generates Syzm
 
    m
p
 as an R
module M consists of all S
ij




 k  fi jg
Proof Let us rst show thatM generates Syzm
 
    m
p
 It suces to show that
each S
ij







 S is in Span
R







minimal wrt the partial order among monomials in
R dened by divisibility We have in particular that S
ij
 M  and hence there is














is equal to m
ij







M by minimality of m
ij










    m
p

Finally the fact that M is a minimal subset of S generating Syzm
 
    m
p

and unique is a simple consequence of the fact that no element S
ij
 S is an
Rlinear combination of other elements in S since  would imply S
ij
M 
If we for each i  f      pg let #x
i
denote the point in N
d
















 then we see that the number of
elements in M is simply the number of edges of the graph G  VE with vertex
set V  f#x
 
     #x
p










 k  fi jgg here
#a
#





 that is the least element in N
d

greater than or equal
to both #a and
#
b wrt the usual partial order of N
d

 The number of edges in E is
at most the maximal number of edges of a graph on p vertices of dimension d




be done in a generic manner Hence if Mp d is as in Problem    then there is a
generic monomial ideal I generated minimally by m
 
    m
p
 R  kX
 
     X
d
	
such that the set M form Lemma   has precisely Mp d elements
Hence we get the following corollary from Theorem  

Corollary 	 If a is a real number  

 then there exists an integer p
a
such





    m
p
in  variables Syzm
 
    m
p





 is the least real number with this property
Similarly one can write down a corollary of Theorem   about monomials in 




 In that case however the least number playing the role of 
  is not

  itself necessarily but a real number in the closed interval 
 
 	
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We have so far given downtoearth algebraic interpretations of the main re
sults in previous sections in terms of generic monomial ideals and their minimal
rst syzygies We will now explain brie$y how further informations can be ob
tained from Theorem  




For a given generic monomial ideal I  R the rst syzygymodule is uniquely
determined by the minimal elements of I  wrt the partial order dened by di
visibility and hence can be denoted by SyzI or SyzR
I without any danger of
ambiguity Hence the minimal set M from Lemma   also depends solely on I or
on the quotient R




the second Betti number of R
I 
Following the setup of section 
 in 
	 for anyW  f       pg denote lcmfm
i





be the Scarf complex of I  as the abstract simplicial complex
on the set f       pg dened by
%
I




for all W  Ug
This complex is of dimension d   in the sense that the largest number of elments
of a set U in %
I
is d   Because of the geometric fact that %
I
can be viewed as a
subcomplex of the boundary complex of a polytope in R
d
 then each U  %
I
with
jU j  j  f      dg is called a j   face of %
I

Now for a graph G  VE of order dimension d there is an embedding   V 
E  X
 
     X
d
	 the set of monomials of the polynomial ring R  kX
 
     X
d
	
such that if V  fv
 
     v
p




















g k  fi jg
Let I

be the monomial ideal generated by fv
i
  i        pg We see that the
incidence poset of G is simply the poset induced by %
I





only Hence to determine the maximal number of edges of a graph on p
vertices of dimension d is the same as determining the maximal number of  faces
of a Scarf complex %
I
among all monomial ideals I  which we can assume to be




	 the number of jfaces of %
I




general d our problem of detemining Mp d is a special case of the Upper Bound
Problem 
 pg  	
Problem 	 For i  f      dg determine 
i
d p the maximal Betti number
among all ideals minimally generated by p monomials in d variables
It is easy to see that these maximal Betti numbers are attained among generic
and artinian monomial ideals that is ideals I where R
I is nitely dimensional
over the eld k The Scarf complex of a generic artinian ideal I turns out to be
the boundary of a simplical polytope with one facet removed Hence for a given
generic artinian ideal I generated minimally by p monomials in d variables we have
that for j  f       d  g the number f
j
of jfaces of %
I
 together with f
d 
which is the number of the d   facets of %
I
   satisfy the DehnSommerville















for   j  d

GRAPHS AND DIMENSION   









   always and f

 p the number of generators of I  By denition
of 
i


















d p   
















If now I is a generic artinian monomial ideal minimally generated by p monomials
and with f
 
maximal that is f
 









 Mp  p
f

 Mp  p
and hence we see that each f
j
 where j  f    
g is maximal if f

 p is xed
and f
 
is maximal Thus we conclude that the maximal Betti numbers for monomial
ideals in  variables satisfy

 
 p  p


 p  Mp 


 p  Mp  p


 p  Mp  p  

For functions FG  N  N denote lim
p 
F p
Gp    by F p  Gp We
have an asymptotic solution of Problem 
 from Theorem  
 in the case d  
Corollary 	 The maximal Betti numbers for a monomial ideal minimally gen
erated by p monomials in  variables satisfy

 
 p  p






















































from which we can in the same way as in the case d   deduce that

 
 p 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&From  and  we conclude
  G AGNARSSON S FELSNER AND WILLIAM T TROTTER
Corollary 		 The Upper Bound Problem Problem 	
 is equivalent to Problem
 for dimensions d  
Remark The DehnSommerville equations are d
d

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e    for d    we see
that it will be impossible to express each f
j
 where j  f         d   g as a






 Just as  and
 were based on expressing each f
j







can not be done for dimensions d   
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